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Abstract
We develop a general framework for conducting inference on the mean of dependent random variables
given constraints on their dependency graph. We establish the consistency of an oracle variance estimator
of the mean when the dependency graph is known, along with an associated central limit theorem. We
derive an integer linear program for finding an upper bound for the estimated variance when the graph
is unknown, but topological and degree-based constraints are available. We develop alternative bounds,
including a closed-form bound, under an additional homoskedasticity assumption. We establish a basis
for Wald-type confidence intervals for the mean that are guaranteed to have asymptotically conservative
coverage. We apply the approach to inference from a social network link-tracing study and provide
statistical software implementing the approach.
Keywords dependency graph, HIV prevalence, oracle estimator, variance estimate
1 Introduction
Researchers often encounter dependent data, where the exact nature of that dependence is unknown, and
they wish to make inferences about outcome means. Current methods typically assume either independence
of unit outcomes, or that the dependency structure is known or directly estimable (Liang and Zeger, 1986;
Conley, 1999; White, 2014; Ogburn and VanderWeele, 2014; Cameron and Miller, 2015; Tabord-Meehan,
2015). In many cases, however, researchers may only have limited information about the nature of depen-
dence between units, or perhaps only the number of other units on which a given unit’s outcome depends.
For example, in studies of units embedded in a network, the degrees to which subjects are connected may
be known, but the identities of the other subjects to whom they are connected may often remain unob-
served (e.g., Crawford, 2016). The underlying relationships may be represented by a dependency graph
(Baldi and Rinott, 1989), where vertices represent individual units and edges represent the possibility of
probabilistic dependence. A dependency graph is not a generative graphical model for outcomes, such as a
Markov random field. Rather, a dependency graph is a description of possible non-independence relation-
ships between units.
In this paper, we develop a framework for constructing confidence intervals for the mean of dependent
random variables, where their dependency graph is unknown or partially known but subject to topological
constraints. Considering the class of Wald-type normal-approximation-based estimators given the sample
mean, we seek an upper bound for the estimated variance of the sample mean using upper bounds for
the degrees of each unit in the dependency graph and a local dependence assumption. We show that this
optimization problem can be expressed as a integer linear program for the elements of the dependency graph
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adjacency matrix. We implement this approach in the new statistical software package depinf for R. The
approach may be used even when no edges in the dependency graph are known. We also derive more
computationally simple bounds, including a closed-form bound, when the random variables are assumed
to be homoskedastic. We illustrate the utility of the method using data from a social link-tracing study of
individuals at high risk for HIV infection in St. Petersburg, Russia.
2 Setting
Consider a simple undirected graph G = (V, E) with no parallel edges or self-loops. Let |V| = N . Associ-
ated with each vertex i ∈ V is a random variable Xi, and G characterizes probabilistic dependencies in the
outcomes (e.g., Baldi and Rinott, 1989).
Definition 1 (Dependency graph). G is a dependency graph if for all disjoint sets V1,V2 ⊂ V with no
edge in E connecting a vertex in V1 to a vertex in V2, the set {Xi : i ∈ V1} is independent from the set
{Xj : j ∈ V2}.
We emphasize that a dependency graph represents a set of possible non-independence relationships
among units, not a graphical model that induces dependencies.
Suppose G is a dependency graph and we observe a subset VS ⊆ V , where |VS | = n. Label these
observed vertices 1, . . . , n, and label the unobserved vertices in V \VS arbitrarily by n+1, . . . , N . For each
i ∈ VS , we observe the outcomes X1, . . . ,Xn and the degrees di = |{j : {i, j} ∈ E}| for each i ∈ VS .
Definition 2 (Induced subgraph). For a set of vertices VS ⊆ V , the induced subgraph in G is GS = (VS , ES),
where ES = {{i, j} : i ∈ VS , j ∈ VS, and {i, j} ∈ E}.
Let GS = (VS , ES) be the induced subgraph of the observed vertices VS . It follows that GS is also a
dependency graph. Let GR = (VS, ER) be a subgraph of GS , consisting of all the observed vertices in VS ,
and a subset of the edges in ES .
Assumption 1 (Observed data). We observe the outcomes X1, . . . ,Xn, the degrees d1, . . . , dn, and GR.
Let X = (X1, . . . ,Xn), d = (d1, . . . , dn), and denote the observed data as Y = (X,d,GR).
We wish to conduct inference on the mean µ = 1n
∑
i∈VS
E[Xi] given Y. The mean µ is a functional of
the joint distribution of outcomes for the units in the sample, and is accordingly a data-adaptive target pa-
rameter (van der Laan et al, 2013; Balzer et al, 2015) and not necessarily a feature of any broader population
of units. Let X = n−1
∑
i∈VS
Xi. We proceed by constructing conservative estimators of
var(X) =
1
n2
n∑
i∈VS
n∑
j∈VS
cov(Xi,Xj).
We may use the square roots of these estimates as standard error estimators in order to construct Wald-type
confidence intervals about the sample mean that are guaranteed to have asymptotic coverage for µ at greater
than or equal to nominal levels.
3 Variance estimation
The observed subgraph GR may not reveal all the edges in GS that connect observed vertices. We consider
a class of variance estimators that depend on knowledge of GS , whose structure is represented by an n× n
binary symmetric adjacency matrix in which rows and columns are ordered by the indices 1, . . . , n of the
vertices in VS . We now define some key concepts.
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Definition 3 (Compatibility). The n × n binary symmetric adjacency matrix A is compatible with the
observed data Y if for each {i, j} ∈ ER, Aij = Aji = 1, and for each i ∈ VS ,
∑
j∈VS
Aij ≤ di.
The last condition in Definition 3 requires that the degree of i in the subgraph GS not be greater than its
degree in the full graph G. Let AO = {AOij} be the true n × n adjacency matrix of GS , where AOij = 1
if {i, j} ∈ ES for i, j ∈ VS and 0 otherwise. Let A(Y) = {A : A is compatible with Y} in the sense of
Definition 3; it is clear that AO ∈ A(Y).
Definition 4 (Oracle estimator). For a family of variance estimators V̂ (A;Y) defined for A ∈ A(Y), the
oracle estimator is V̂ (AO;Y).
For a variance estimator V̂ (A;Y), define the set Am = {A ∈ A(Y) : V̂ (A;Y) is maximized}.
Definition 5 (Maximal compatible estimator). Let Am ∈ Am. The maximal compatible estimator is
V̂ (Am;Y).
The maximal compatible estimator provides a sharp upper bound for the oracle estimator because
V̂ (AO;Y) ≤ V̂ (Am;Y). Finally, define the plug-in sample variance, σˆ2 = n−1
∑
i∈VS
(Xi −X)
2
.
We now describe an asymptotic scaling, along with boundedness conditions for outcome values and unit
degrees. In particular, bounding degrees suffices to ensure sufficient sparsity in the dependency graph to
allow for root-n consistency, a central limit theorem, and convergence of the variance estimator.
Assumption 2 (Asymptotic scaling). Consider the sequence (G,Y)n of nested graphs G and observed data
Y = (GR,X,d), where GR = (VS ,ER), |VR| = n, and |V| = Nn ≥ n. Assume there exist finite, positive
constants c1, c2 such that for every element (G,Y)n, Pr(|Xi − µ| > c1) = 0,∀i ∈ VS (bounded outcome
values) and ∑j∈VS AOij ≤ c2,∀i ∈ VS (bounded degrees in the dependency graph). Further assume there
exists a finite, positive constant c3 such that limn→∞ nvar(X) = c3 (nondegenerate limiting variance).
We will proceed by deriving oracle estimators under two sets of nested assumptions. We establish their
asymptotic properties, then derive feasible estimators that dominate the oracle estimators.
3.1 General Case
We first consider the case where we impose no distributional assumptions on the distribution of any Xi
(beyond the boundedness conditions of Assumption 2). Define the estimator
V̂1(A;Y) =
1
n2
nσˆ2 + ∑
i∈VS
∑
j∈VS
Aij(Xi −X)(Xj −X)
 . (1)
The corresponding oracle estimator V̂1(AO;Y) is consistent.
Proposition 1. Under Assumption 2, for any ǫ > 0,
lim
n→∞
Pr(|nV̂1(A
O;Y)− nvar(X)| > ǫ) = 0.
Proof. We follow the general proof strategy of Aronow and Samii (2013). We will establish mean square
convergence of nV̂1(AO;Y) to nvar(X), allowing us to invoke Chebyshev’s inequality to prove the propo-
sition. Decompose σˆ2 = n−1
∑n
i=1X
2
i −n
−2 (
∑n
i=1Xi)
2
. Linearity of expectations implies E[X] = µ and
E[X2] = n−1
∑n
i=1 E[X
2
i ]. Since Assumption 2 guarantees bounded outcomes, and the number of nonzero
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elements in the covariance matrix of outcome values is O(n), var(X) = O(n−1) and var(X2) = O(n−1),
yielding convergence of σˆ2.
Next we address convergence of the second term n−1
∑
i∈VS
∑
j∈VS
A
O
ij(Xi−X)(Xj−X). Asymptotic
unbiasedness follows directly from linearity of expectations and var(X) = O(n−1). To establish mean
square convergence, we consider the variance
var
 1
n
∑
i∈VS
∑
j∈VS
A
O
ij(Xi −X)(Xj −X)

=
1
n2
∑
i,j,k,l∈VS
cov
(
A
O
ij(Xi −X)(Xj −X),A
O
kl(Xk −X)(Xl −X)
)
=
1
n2
∑
i,j,k,l∈VS
A
O
ijA
O
klcov
(
(Xi −X)(Xj −X), (Xk −X)(Xl −X)
)
(2)
where the last line follows from bilinearity of covariance. Letting
ξijkl = cov
(
(Xi −X)(Xj −X), (Xk −X)(Xl −X)
)
,
we now examine the conditions under which ξijkl 6= 0. Expanding the covariance,
ξijkl = cov
(
(Xi −X)(Xj −X), (Xk −X)(Xl −X)
)
= E
[
(Xi −X)(Xj −X)(Xk −X)(Xl −X)
]
− E
[
(Xi −X)(Xj −X)
]
E
[
(Xk −X)(Xl −X)
]
= E[XiXjXkXl]− E[XiXjXkX]− E[XiXjXlX ]− E[XiXkXlX]
− E[XjXkXlX] + E[XiXjX
2
] + E[XiXkX
2
] + E[XiXlX
2
]
+ E[XjXkX
2
] + E[XjXlX
2
] + E[XkXlX
2
]
− E[XiX
3
]− E[XjX
3
]− E[XkX
3
]− E[XlX
3
] + E[X
4
]
−
[
E[XiXj ]E[XkXl]− E[XiXj ]E[XkX]− E[XiXj ]E[XlX]
+ E[XiXj ]E[X
2
]− E[XiX ]E[XkXl] + E[XiX]E[XlX]
+ E[XiX ]E[XkX ]− E[XiX]E[X
2
]− E[XjX]E[XkXl]
+ E[XjX]E[XlX] + E[XjX]E[XkX ]− E[XjX ]E[X
2
]
+ E[X
2
]E[XkXl]− E[X
2
]E[XkX ]− E[X
2
]E[XlX] + E[X
2
]E[X
2
]
]
(3)
Then by root-n consistency of means and Slutsky’s Theorem, as n→∞ expectations involving X factorize,
yielding, e.g. E(XiX) = E(Xi)µ +O(n−1). We therefore combine terms and rewrite (3) as
ξijkl = cov(XiXj ,XkXl)
− µ
(
cov(XiXj ,Xk) + cov(XiXj ,Xl) + cov(Xi,XkXl) + cov(XjXkXl)
)
+ µ2
(
cov(Xi,Xk) + cov(Xi,Xl) + cov(Xj ,Xk) + cov(Xj ,Xl)
)
+O(n−1)
= ξ′ijkl +O(n
−1),
(4)
where the limiting covariance is denoted ξ′ijkl. This can only be nonzero if at least one of the covariance
terms in (4) is nonzero. Since GS is a dependency graph, this condition is only met when there exists at least
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one edge between a vertex in the set {i, j} and a vertex in the set {k, l}. Therefore AOijAOklξ′ijkl can only be
nonzero if
{AOij = A
O
kl = 1} and
(
{AOik = 1} or {A
O
il = 1} or {A
O
jk = 1} or {A
O
jl = 1}
)
.
By Assumption 2, the degree of each vertex in VS is bounded by c2, so the condition is satisfied by at most
4nc32 terms in the summation in (2). In addition, we may compute the remainder term
∑
i,j,k,l∈VS
A
O
ijA
O
kl(ξijkl−
ξ′ijkl) =
∑
i,j,k,l∈VS
A
O
ijA
O
klO(n
−1) = O(n), thus both terms are O(n) before dividing by n2. Therefore
var
(
n−1
∑
i∈VS
∑
j∈VS
A
O
ij(Xi −X)(Xj −X)
)
= O(n−1) and the result follows.
Proposition 1 is readily applicable to problems where the dependency graph is known, as it provides a
basis for consistent variance estimation, generalizing results for special cases (Conley, 1999; Aronow et al,
2015). We now address the case where the true subgraph GS is not known, but constraints on the graph are
available.
Let Am1 = {A ∈ A(Y) : V̂1(A;Y) is maximized} be the set of compatible adjacency matrices that
maximize V̂1(A;Y). We can find an element Am of Am1 by solving the 0-1 integer linear program
maximize
A
(X−X)′A(X−X)
subject to A1  d,
A  AR,
(5)
where AR is the adjacency matrix of GR and  denotes the element-wise “less-than” relation. Since A is
an adjacency matrix, we can reduce the program and maximize over the decision variables that correspond
to the upper or lower diagonal elements of A only (for details, see the supplementary materials). The result-
ing program has n(n − 1)/2 decision variables and in general it is a multidimensional knapsack problem
(Kellerer et al, 2004a). In the abstract, this problem is NP-hard problem, but it admits a polynomial time
approximation scheme (PTAS). Nonetheless, typical PTAS depend heavily on the size of the problem and
their running time is very high (see, e.g., section 9.4.2 of Kellerer et al 2004a). In spite of this, in standard
practice, for example with 1000 observations or less as in our application in Section 5, problem (5) can
be solved in a few seconds with modern optimization solvers such as Gurobi. To obtain a solution within
a provably small optimality gap, these solvers use a variety of techniques, including: linear programming
and branch-and-bound procedures to reduce the set of feasible solutions; presolve routines applied prior
to the branch-and-bound procedures to reduce the size of the problem; cutting planes methods to remove
fractional solutions and tighten the formulation; and a collection of heuristics to find good incumbent so-
lutions in the branch-and-bound (Bixby and Rothberg, 2007; Linderoth and Lodi, 2010; Nemhauser, 2013).
All these techniques are used in parallel by exploiting the availability of multiple cores in computers today.
We provide an implementation in the new statistical package depinf for R.
While the true adjacency matrix AO is not known, an element Am ∈ Am1 produces a variance estimate
V̂1(A
m,Y) that is at least as large as the oracle estimator V̂1(AO;Y). As n grows large, the variance
estimate V̂1(Am,Y) is conservative: the probability that nV̂1(Am) underestimates nvar(X) by more than
ǫ > 0 tends to zero.
Corollary 1. Given Assumption 2, then for any ǫ > 0,
lim
n→∞
Pr(nvar(X)− nV̂1(A
m;Y) > ǫ) = 0.
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Proof. Across all sample realizations, V̂1(Am;Y) ≥ V̂1(AO;Y). Then
lim
n→∞
Pr(nvar(X)− nV̂1(A
m;Y) > ǫ)
≤ lim
n→∞
Pr(nvar(X)− nV̂1(A
m;Y) + nV̂1(A
m;Y)− nV̂1(A
O;Y) > ǫ)
= lim
n→∞
Pr(nvar(X)− nV̂1(A
O;Y) > ǫ)
= 0
(6)
by Proposition 1.
Corollary 1 does not imply consistency of V̂1(Am;Y) as an estimator of nvar(X), nor does it imply
that the estimator converges to any particular limiting value. Rather we have established that, for large n, its
distribution will tend to be at least as large as the true variance.
3.2 Alternative bounds under homoskedasticity
When all variances are equal, we can obtain alternative closed-form bounds that are computationally sim-
pler and is less sensitive to between-sample variability in the empirical variance-covariance matrix. This
estimator essentially only depends on the estimated variance of unit outcomes and the maximum number of
edges in the dependency graph.
Assumption 3 (Homoskedasticity). var(Xi) = var(Xj),∀i, j ∈ V .
Under homoskedasticity, the general estimator V̂1(Am,Y) developed in Section 3.1 provides conser-
vative variance estimate. A bound that is relatively computationally simple to compute can be derived by
noting that when var(Xi) = σ2, cov(Xi,Xj) ≤ σ2AOij . To this end, define the estimator
V̂2(A;Y) =
σˆ2
n
1 + 1
n
∑
i∈VS
∑
j∈VS
Aij
 . (7)
The oracle estimator V̂2(AO,Y) is not generally consistent, though it is asymptotically conservative.
Proposition 2. Given Assumptions 2 and 3, then for any ǫ > 0,
lim
n→∞
Pr(nvar(X)− nV̂2(A
O;Y) > ǫ) = 0.
Proof. To prove the claim, we first define an alternative oracle estimator which presumes knowledge of the
ρi values,
V̂ ∗2 (A
O;Y) =
σˆ2
n
1 + 1
n
∑
i∈VS
∑
j∈VS
A
O
ijρi
 .
Multiplying by n, nV̂ ∗2 (AO;Y) = σˆ2
[
1 + 1n
∑
i∈VS
∑
j∈VS
A
O
ijρi
]
. As in the proof of Proposition 1, σˆ2
converges in mean square. By Assumption 2, 1 ≤ 1+ 1n
∑
i∈VS
∑
j∈VS
A
O
ij ≤ 1+ c2, allowing us to invoke
Slutsky’s Theorem and Chebyshev’s Inequality to show limn→∞Pr(|nV̂ ∗2 (AO;Y) − nvar(X)| < ǫ) = 0.
The Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality (i.e., all ρi ≤ 1) implies V̂ ∗2 (AO;Y) ≤ V̂2(AO;Y) across all sample
realizations. The result follows directly.
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As before, we can maximize the estimator V̂2(A;Y) over the family of compatible graphs. Define
Am2 = {A ∈ A(Y) : V̂2(A;Y) is maximized}, and let Am ∈ Am2 . To find an element of Am2 , we solve
the 0-1 integer linear program
maximize
A
1
′
A1
subject to A1  d,
A  AR,
(8)
where again A is an arbitrary 0-1 adjacency matrix and AR is the adjacency matrix of GR. Note that finding
the solution to this problem does not depend on the empirical variance-covariance matrix; the variability of
the estimator V̂2(Am;Y) is purely attributable to estimation error in σˆ2.
Since V̂2(A;Y) does not rely on any feature of A other than the number of positive entries, we can
derive a looser closed-form upper bound by considering the maximum number of edges that can be in ES .
For i ∈ VS , let d′i = min{di, n− 1} be the degree of i in G, truncated at n− 1. Let
V̂ ′2(Y) =
σˆ2
n
1 + 1
n
∑
i∈VS
d′i
 . (9)
The estimator (9) does not depend on any particular member of the set A of compatible adjacency matrices.
Lemma 1. We have V̂2(AO,Y) ≤ V̂2(Am;Y) ≤ V̂ ′2(Y), with V̂2(Am;Y) = V̂ ′2(Y) when there exists a
compatible adjacency matrix Am ∈ A such that d′i =
∑
j∈VS
A
m
ij .
Proof. By definition, V̂2(A;Y) ≤ V̂2(Am;Y) for every A ∈ A. Since AO ∈ A, it follows that V̂2(AO,Y) ≤
V̂2(A
m;Y). Now let dmi =
∑
j∈VS
A
m
ij be the degree of i in the adjacency matrix Am, and note that for
every i ∈ VS , dmi ≤ d′i. Then
V̂2(A
m;Y) =
σˆ2
n
1 + 1
n
∑
i∈VS
∑
j∈VS
A
m
ij

=
σˆ2
n
1 + 1
n
∑
i∈VS
dmi

≤
σˆ2
n
1 + 1
n
∑
i∈VS
d′i

= V̂ ′2(Y)
as claimed. Now consider a compatible adjacency matrix A ∈ A with the property that d′i =
∑
j∈VS
Aij .
From the program (8) we see that 1′A1 = ∑i∈VS d′i is two times the maximal number of edges in GS ,
A1 = d′  d by the definition of d′ = (d′1, . . . , d′n), and A  AR since A ∈ A. It follows that A ∈ Am,
so we may call Am = A. Therefore V̂2(Am;Y) = V̂ ′2(Y), as claimed.
Lemma 1 implies a simple, conservative correction to the variance under homoskedasticity; simply
multiply the conventional variance estimate σˆ2n by 1 + d′, where d′ is the average truncated degree.
As expected, the upper bound estimators under homoskedasticity are asymptotically conservative.
Corollary 2. Given Assumptions 2 and 3, then for any ǫ > 0,
lim
n→∞
Pr(nvar(X)− nV̂2(A
m;Y) > ǫ) = 0,
lim
n→∞
Pr(nvar(X)− nV̂ ′2(Y) > ǫ) = 0.
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The proof follows from Lemma 1 and the same reasoning employed in the proof of Corollary 1.
4 Wald-type confidence intervals
We now prove that our variance estimates can be used to form valid Wald-type confidence intervals about the
sample mean. First, we establish a central limit theorem for the sample mean given our asymptotic scaling.
Lemma 2. Given Assumption 2, (
X − µ
)/√
var(X)→d N(0, 1)
.
Lemma 2, a standard result in applying Stein’s method to the setting of local dependence, has been
proven by, e.g., Theorem 2.7 of Chen et al (2004). Similarly, we reiterate the well-known basis for Wald-
type confidence intervals.
Lemma 3. Given Assumption 2, if a variance estimator V̂ (A;Y) satisfies
lim
n→∞
Pr(|nV̂ (A;Y)− nvar(X)| > ǫ) = 0,
then confidence intervals formed as X ± z1−α/2
√
V̂ (A;Y) will have 100(1−α)% coverage for µ in large
n.
Lemma 3 follows directly from Lemma 2 and Slutsky’s Theorem.
We now establish the validity of confidence intervals constructed via Lemma 3.
Proposition 3. Given Assumption 2, if a variance estimator V̂ (A;Y) satisfies
lim
n→∞
Pr(nvar(X)− nV̂ (A;Y) > ǫ) = 0,
then confidence intervals formed as X ± z1−α/2
√
V̂ (A;Y) will have at least 100(1−α)% coverage for µ
in large n.
Proof. Define a random variable U such that
U =
{
V̂ (A;Y) if V̂ (A;Y) ≤ var(X)
var(X) otherwise.
Then limn→∞Pr(|nU −nvar(X)| > ǫ) = 0, and by Lemma 3 Wald-type confidence intervals formed with
U as a variance estimate will have at least proper coverage. Across every sample realization, V̂ (A;Y) ≥ U ,
and thus the coverage of Wald-type confidence intervals using V̂ (A;Y) will be also be at least proper
levels.
It therefore follows that Wald-type confidence intervals constructed using the conservative variance es-
timators derived in Section 3 yield asymptotic coverage at at least nominal levels.
Corollary 3. Given Assumption 2, then confidence intervals formed as X ± z1−α/2
√
V̂1(Am) have at least
100(1 − α)% coverage for µ in large n.
Corollary 4. Given Assumptions 2 and 3, then confidence intervals formed as X± z1−α/2
√
V̂2(Am;Y) or
X ± z1−α/2
√
V̂ ′
2
(Am;Y) have at least 100(1 − α)% coverage for µ in large n.
Proofs for Corollaries 3 and 4 follow directly from Corollaries 1 and 2 and Proposition 4.
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Table 1: Standard error estimates and 95% asymptotic Wald-type confidence intervals for the population
HIV prevalence µ.
Naı¨ve General Homoskedastic√
σˆ2/n 0.0147
√
V̂1(Am;Y) 0.0563
√
V̂2(Am;Y) 0.0602
95% CI: (0.299, 0.357) 95% CI: (0.217, 0.438) 95% CI: (0.210, 0.446)√
V̂ ′
2
(Y) 0.0602
95% CI: (0.210, 0.446)
5 Application: HIV prevalence in a network study
The “Sexual Acquisition and Transmission of HIV-Cooperative Agreement Program” (SATH-CAP) sur-
veyed n = 1022 injection drug users, men who have sex with men, and their sexual partners in St. Peters-
burg, Russia from 2005 to 2008 (Iguchi et al, 2009; Niccolai et al, 2010). Subjects were recruited using a
social network link-tracing procedure known as “respondent-driven sampling” (RDS) (Heckathorn, 1997;
Broadhead et al, 1998). Participants in an RDS study recruit other eligible subjects to whom they are con-
nected within the target population social network. To preserve privacy, subjects do not report identifying
information about their network alters; instead they report their degree in the target population network.
Researchers observe the social links along which recruitment takes place, and the degrees of recruited indi-
viduals. Each subject in the SATH-CAP study completed a demographic and behavioral quenstionnaire and
also received a rapid HIV test.
We treat the underlying social network as a dependency graph, denoted G = (V, E) representing possible
probabilistic dependencies between surveyed subjects’ HIV status. Let the subgraph of recruitments be
GR = (VS , ER), a subgraph of G; since only recruitment links in G were observed, the study design did not
reveal the induced subgraph GS . For each subject i ∈ VS , we observe their reported total degree di and their
binary HIV status Xi. Let the vector of subjects’ HIV status be X = (X1, . . . ,Xn), and let the vector of
their degrees be d = (d1, . . . , dn). The study reveals Y = (X,d,GR), as described in Assumption 1.
The estimated HIV prevalence in the SATH-CAP study is µˆ = X = 0.328. Table 1 shows variance esti-
mates and Wald-type 95% asymptotic confidence intervals computed using the variance estimators described
in this paper. The first column shows the naı¨ve standard error estimate with corresponding confidence in-
terval below. The second column gives results for the general case in which no assumptions are made about
the variance of each Xi (Section 3.1). The third column gives results for the homoskedastic case in which
var(Xi) is assumed to be equal to var(Xj) for i 6= j (Section 3.2).
The naı¨ve confidence interval is the narrowest, and is equivalent to the case where the adjacency matrix
A is diagonal. Confidence intervals computed using the naı¨ve estimator may dramatically understate the un-
certainty in estimates of µ, as the estimator ignores the possibility of dependence between units. Confidence
intervals computed using estimates V̂1 in the general case are narrower than estimators V̂2 computed under
the homoskedasticity assumption. The widest intervals are obtained from the bounds given by V̂2(Am)
and V̂ ′2(Y). From Lemma 1, we see that V̂2(Am;Y) = V̂ ′2(Y) because d′ = (d′1, . . . , d′n) is the degree
sequence of a compatible adjacency matrix in A.
6 Discussion
We have developed conservative estimators for the variance of the sample mean under partial observation
of a dependency graph and assumptions about the variance of individual outcomes. The variance estimation
setting we address here is quite flexible, and can accommodate a wide variety of dependency and observation
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assumptions. For example, Assumption 1, which states that we observe Y = (X,d,GR), can be weakened
when GR is completely unknown. In this case the constraint in the integer linear programs (5) and (8)
becomes A  0 where 0 is the n×n matrix of all zeros; this constraint is met for all adjacency matrices A,
so it becomes superfluous. Alternatively, we may not have full knowledge of the degrees d = (d1, . . . , dn),
and instead have only an upper bound d∗i for each di, or a global upper bound di ≤ d∗ for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Conservative variance estimation in both of these cases can be achieved (by susbstituting d∗i or d∗ for di)
with no change to the programs (5) and (8) or to the asymptotic results given here. When no information
about GR or the degrees d is available, setting every di = d∗ = n − 1 delivers a maximally conservative
upper bound.
We note here four extensions. (i) Upper bounds for the variance estimates can be obtained by solving
a relaxed form of the programs (5) and (8). By Proposition 3, using such upper bounds as a basis for
conservative inference will also yield valid confidence intervals. In practice, the results obtained by modern
optimization solvers will be tighter with a provably small optimality gap and thus will typically be preferable.
(ii) It is possible to extend our results to obtain confidence intervals more generally for asymptotically linear
estimators (including regression estimators, e.g., Cameron and Miller, 2015) using an empirical analogue
of the variance of the influence function as the objective function. (iii) Our results facilitate conservative
inference for causal estimands under interference between units (e.g., Tchetgen and VanderWeele, 2010;
Liu and Hudgens, 2014), given interference that can be characterized by a constrained dependency graph.
(iv) Given additional assumptions about the manner in which the units in the sample are drawn from a
broader population, our results could be extended to facilitate confidence intervals for the mean of this
broader population.
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Supplementary Material
A Formulation of the integer linear programs
In order to solve the program (5), let vˆij be the ijth element of the sample covariance matrix with i = 1, ..., n
and j = 1, ..., n. Since the sample covariance matrix is symmetric, we can focus on its upper triangular part
and use the decision variable aij = 1 if vˆij 6= 0, and 0 otherwise, for each i < j. Based on these decision
variables, the integer linear program (5) can be written as
maximize
a
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
vˆijaij
subject to
i−1∑
j=1
aji +
n∑
j=i+1
aij ≤ di, i = 1, ..., n,
aij ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., n, i < j,
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where di is the degree, and further simplified with the constraints A  AR that make some of the decisions
variables aij automatically equal to one. In order to solve the program (8), let vˆij = 1 for every i = 1, ..., n
and j = 1, ..., n. These is are examples of the multidimensional knapsack problem studied in operations
research (for a survey of this problem, see chapter 9 of Kellerer et al 2004b).
B Statistical software implementation
We implement this approach in the new statistical software package depinf for R. depinf includes
two basic functions: depgraph, for finding the adjacency matrix that maximizes the variance estimate of
the mean given general constraints on the degree of dependence of the observations (these are problems
(5) and (8) above), and depvar for calculating the variance estimates (1) and (7). In both depgraph
and depinf, we give the option to find an exact solution to (5) and (8) via integer programming, or an
approximate solution to the relaxations of (5) and (8) via linear programming. Naturally, the running time of
the approximate solution is lower, but it provides a more conservative variance estimate. In order to solve (5)
and (8), depgraph can use three different optimization solvers: CPLEX, GLPK and Gurobi. By default,
depgraph uses GLPK, which can be downloaded from the R repository CRAN. To solve large instances
of the problem exactly, we strongly recommend using either CPLEX or Gurobi, which are much faster
but require a license and special installation. Between CPLEX or Gurobi, Gurobi is considerably easier to
install. At the present depinf can be downloaded from http://www.columbia.edu/
˜
jz2313/
and will soon be available through CRAN.
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